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n The Sports Gene, David Epstein provides a well-researched collection of
interesting anecdotal cases related to the
long-standing nature-versus-nurture debate.
These lean heavily toward track and ﬁeld. In
addition to Epstein’s personal experiences as
a former collegiate runner, track potentially
provides a more direct connection between
genetics and basic physical phenotypes
(such as strength, speed, and endurance)
than other sports in which confounding factors such as team play may make for a more
complex relationship.
The book sets out to present a balanced
account of the debate. Epstein (a science
writer at Sports Illustrated) argues that
genetic inﬂuences are not necessarily uniform across a sport. Rather, different inﬂuences come into play at different points over an athlete’s career.
Gender differences provide an
example of his nuanced treatment.
Notwithstanding seemingly hardwired differences (due to, among
other inﬂuences, variation in testosterone levels), some had predicted,
given historical trajectories, that
women’s athletic abilities would
eventually converge on men’s (1,
2). Epstein counters that—because
current data suggest that female
athletic abilities are plateauing
below those of men—earlier trends
might have been confounded Why so fast? Usain Bolt on his way to a world’s record in the 100-m ﬁnals at the 2008 Olympics in Beijing.
by doping during the Cold War.
Epstein also discusses a group of female
In addition, sports, like genetics, is con- and available data. These data may prove
athletes who have naturally higher levels cerned fundamentally with outliers. Rare especially useful for avoiding athletic injuof testosterone (possibly enhancing their mutations with strong effects are nature’s ries. Epstein, for instance, discusses a numperformances): those who are genetically gift to genetics in that they can sometimes ber of speciﬁc genes that can provide some
XY. However, the devil is in the biologi- illuminate the underlying biochemical light on injuries, including the ApoE gene
cal details: some XY females are insensi- mechanisms. In a similar vein, the never- (where the ε4 allele worsens the prognosis
tive to the effects of increased testosterone, ending search for exceptional talent that will after a concussion) and the genes associated
and, Epstein argues, these athletes are some- lead to victory in highly competitive sports with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
times unfairly disqualiﬁed from competing effectively picks out individuals in the upper
Akin to personal genomics in its emphaagainst XX-female colleagues.
end of the athletic bell curve (with those rare sis on building databases of personal inforAs evidenced throughout the book, ath- mutations that genetics seeks).
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letes make excellent research subjects. Their
Epstein provides many instances of focuses on taking real-time measurements
physical traits are carefully measured and identiﬁable outliers (even within the rari- of individuals’ physiology using smart senrecorded. Moreover, society treats the pri- fied context of world-class performers) sors. Sports training will be revolutionized
and describes their connections to genet- by these measurements, which offer a much
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Deep Inside Champions, Just Genes?
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could culminate in real-time “personal functional genomics” in which large-scale biochemical assays, such as RNA sequencing,
help athletes prepare for competition. The
Personal Genomes Project has already taken
steps to make shareable collections of such
data sets possible (3), and one researcher
has already integrated his genome with his
transcript, protein, and metabolite measurements to chart his physiological states over
time (4).
Through Epstein’s easily accessible presentation, supported by comprehensive and
copious notes, The Sports Gene provides a
wonderful background to a future in which
emerging technologies will bring the natureversus-nurture debate into even sharper
focus. Perhaps in this future, the author will
write an equally compelling sequel: “Sports
Genomics.”
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he field of global health has undergone a profound transformation over
the past 15 years. The amount of
money earmarked as “global assistance for
health” has increased fourfold from 1990
levels (1). The majority of this money previously streamed from government treasuries
to international organizations (e.g., the World
Health Organization or the World Bank).
Yet, the past decade has brought substantial
increases in funding from private philanthropists (e.g., the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation); a redirection of state monies toward
new players, such as public-private partnerships (e.g., The Global Fund); and a superﬂuity of nongovernmental organizations. What
was a relatively staid ﬁeld at the end of the
Cold War has now been reworked into a fresh
ﬁeld with new players, emphases, and modes
of engagement (2).
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Given these recent transformations, forming health outcomes. The second secWhen People Come First: Critical Studies tion offers a more ﬁne-grained attention to
in Global Health is a welcome examination global health interventions. Following the
of “the actual impacts of [global health] ini- impetus of the volume’s title, these chaptiatives on care, health systems, and gover- ters explore the complex lives of people and
nance.” For the authors, considering people consider how global health interventions
ﬁrst articulates with a theoretical commit- designed to help intersect these lives only in
ment to analyze the lived experiences and limited ways. These essays demonstrate the
knowledges of those whom the enterprise partiality of what we seek to achieve as well
of global health seeks to help. Indeed, the as what we have achieved. The last section,
authors argue that to meet our
“markets,” contextualizes
obligations to people, within
people’s experiences at the
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to emphasize that putting people
health [e.g., public-private
ﬁrst means shifting from a focus
partnerships (Ecks and
on program success (e.g., access, patient Harper)] and approaches predicated on a
compliance, or deliverables) to “results right to treatment (chapters by Clara Han and
obtained by the patients (measured in by Biehl and Petryna). Although these have
survival rates and in the degree and sustain- been championed as better for the disenfranability of recovery).”
chised, they have instead resulted in compliThe editors—anthropologists João Biehl cated and less than ideal forms of care.
(Princeton University) and Adriana Petryna
The authors’ empirical accounts of the
(University of Pennsylvania)—showcase complexities of the global health landscape
work by scholars who wade into the new ter- expose a litany of assumptions that drive
ritory of global health concerned that the pro- global health and demonstrate why we must
grams, paradigms, and interventions that dot be suspicious of these. One such assumption
the world’s landscape frequently do little to is that many of the interests that underwrite
alleviate the profound suffering and ill health contemporary global health activity (such
of marginalized and vulnerable communities as increasing private competition, creating a
they are meant to help. The volume draws on “science of global health,” and demonstrating
ethnography-based case studies that inten- programmatic achievements) are proxies for
tionally pull in social, economic, and political global health success. The authors argue that
context to push the reader to think critically these competing interests not only subvert
about the assumptions that underlie practices the moral necessity of putting people ﬁrst,
that epitomize contemporary global health. they frequently hinder the goal of improving
These include evidence-based public health people’s health. Another assumption is that
(Vincanne Adams), reliance on nongovern- medical technologies themselves save lives.
mental organizations to distribute money These technologies must be put to work in
(James Pfeiffer), public-private mixes (Stefan a complex global environment marked not
Ecks and Ian Harper), and attention to com- only by ethnic, linguistic, cultural, and politipliance (Ian Whitmarsh).
cal heterogeneity but also by increasing ineqThe volume is divided into three main uity and inequality. When People Come First
thematic sections. The essays about “evi- shows that the issue of how people get access
dence” point to a current propensity to seek to the treatments they need—be those pain
improved health outcomes by streamlining killers, tuberculosis drugs, or cutting-edge
approaches—e.g., only admitting certain DNA therapies—is very much alive.
types of evidence, searching for magic bulReferences
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